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We analytically calculate the ground state pairing symmetry and excitation spectra of two holes doped into
the half-filled t - t8 - t9 -Jz model in the strong-coupling limitsJz@ utu , ut8u , ut9ud. In leading order, this reduces to
the t8 - t9 -Jz model, where there are regions ofd-wave,s-wave, and(degenerate) p-wave symmetry. We find
that thet -Jz model maps in lowest order onto thet8 - t9 -Jz model on the boundary betweend andp symmetry,
with a flat lower band in the pair excitation spectrum. In higher order,d-wave symmetry is selected from the
lower pair band. However, we observe that the addition of the appropriatet8,0 and/ort9.0, the signs oft8
andt9 found in the hole-doped cuprates, could drive the hole-pair symmetry top-wave symmetry, implying the
possibility of competition betweenp-wave andd-wave pair ground states.(An addedt8.0 and/or t9,0
generally tend to promoted-wave symmetry.) We perturbatively construct an extended quasipair for thet -Jz

model. In leading order, there are contributions from sites at a distance ofÎ2 lattice spacings apart; however,
contributions from sites two lattice spacings apart, also of the same order, vanish identically. Finally, we
compare our approach with analytic calculations for a 232 plaquette and with existing numerical work, and
discuss possible relevance to the physical parameter regime.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years a number of experiments, particularly
phase-sensitive ones, have indicated that the pair symmetry
of hole-doped cuprate superconductors is at least predomi-
nantly dx2−y2.1–3 Theoretical and numerical studies of the
two-dimensional Hubbard,t -J, and related models have also
suggesteddx2−y2 pairing,4–9 and studies of Hubbard andt -J
models on 232 plaquettes have provided an intuitive picture
of how d-wave symmetry might arise.10,11 However, there
are few rigorous theoretical results in this general area.

Different experimental techniques have indicated that a
pseudogap with the same symmetry as the superconducting
gap persists aboveTc in underdoped cuprates.1,12–16 This,
along with the short high-Tc coherence length,4 is qualita-
tively consistent with a strong-coupling picture, where pairs
can preform atT.Tc.

17 Numerical work has in addition sug-
gested that thet -J and t -Jz models have many similar
properties4,18–20 (see, however, Ref. 21), and that thet -Jz
model may hence provide a suitable starting point for under-
standingt -J behavior.22

Reductions from CuO2 three-band and similar models,23

as well as comparison with angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy(ARPES) results for a single doped hole,24 sug-
gest that, besides a nearest-neighbor(NN) t, the next-NN
(NNN) t8, and next-NNN(NNNN) t9 hoppings may also be
substantial. Numerical calculations and theory have explored
some of the qualitative effect that the sign oft8 has upon hole
pairing.25–27Given these above results, it is interesting to try
to gain a better understanding of the pairing properties of the
extended t-J model. In addition, performing such a study
analytically could help provide guidance to future numerical

work aimed at exploring specific regions of the model’s
phase diagram.

To that end, we consider in this paper two holes doped
into the half-filled t - t8 - t9 -Jz model in the strong-coupling
limit sJz@ utu , ut8u , ut9ud. We calculate the symmetry of the hole
pair in the ground state as well as the pair excitation spec-
trum. We do not explicitly consider the issues of phase sepa-
ration or whether superconductivity actually occurs. We con-
sider first thet8 -Jz model, and show how singlet pairs can be
constructed from our solutions. We next discuss thet8 - t9 -
Jz model, and then thet -Jz and t - t8 - t9 -Jz models. For the
t -Jz model, we perturbatively construct an extended quasi-
pair. As a step towards exploring the range of validity of our
approach, we compare with results for a 232 plaquette and
with numerical studies. Lastly, we discuss implications of
our results for the physically relevant parameter regime,
among which a phase competition scenario is one possibility.

Specifically, we consider the Hamiltonian

H = H0 + H1 + H2 + H3, s1d

where

H0 = Jzo
x,y
HsSx,y

z Sx+1,y
z + Sx,y

z Sx,y+1
z d

−
1

4
snx,ynx+1,y + nx,ynx,y+1dJ , s2d

H1 = s− td o
x,y,s

hsc̃x,y,s
† c̃x+1,y,s + H.c.d + sc̃x,y,s

† c̃x,y+1,s + H.c.dj,

s3d
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H2 = s− t8d o
x,y,s

hsc̃x,y,s
† c̃x+1,y+1,s + H.c.d

+ sc̃x,y,s
† c̃x+1,y−1,s + H.c.dj, s4d

and

H3 = s− t9d o
x,y,s

hsc̃x,y,s
† c̃x+2,y,s + H.c.d + sc̃x,y,s

† c̃x,y+2,s + H.c.dj.

s5d

Herex andy denote the coordinates of anL3L lattice with
periodic boundary conditions and evenL (with, except for
the t8 -Jz model, L.2), and s= ±1s↑ ,↓d refers to electron
spin. c̃x,y,s=cx,y,ss1−nx,y,−sd, enforcing the condition of no
double occupancy.Sx,y

z =1/2snx,y,↑−nx,y,↓d and nx,y=nx,y,↑
+nx,y,↓. We do not explicitly consider here the spin-flip part
of the magnetic interaction

H' = SJ'

2
Do

x,y
hsSx,y

+ Sx+1,y
− + Sx,y

+ Sx,y+1
− d + H.c.j, s6d

whereSx,y
+ =cx,y,↑

† cx,y,↓ and Sx,y
− =cx,y,↓

† cx,y,↑. (The full t - t8 - t9 -
J model is recovered whenJ'=Jz.)

At half filling each site is occupied by exactly one elec-
tron, and the doubly degenerate ground state ofH0 is then
that of a Néel antiferromagnet. We chooseuFal to denote the
state with electron spinsssx,yd=s−1dx+y and uFbl to denote
the state withssx,yd=s−1dx+y+1. We define the operator
ax,y=cx,y,ssx,yd with ssx,yd=s−1dx+y, and the operatorbx,y

=cx,y,ssx,yd with ssx,yd=s−1dx+y+1. Although our calculations
and results are independent of the ordering convention cho-
sen, we will denote for specificity

uFal = saL,L
†

¯ a1,L
† d ¯ saL,2

†
¯ a1,2

† dsaL,1
†

¯ a1,1
† du0l, s7d

where u0l is the state with no electrons, with an analogous
definition for uFbl.

We now dope the half-filled stateuFal with two holes and
consider the strong-coupling limitsJz@ utu , ut8u , ut9ud. In this
limit, there will be an energy cost of orderJz if the two holes
arenot NN. Hence, to zeroth order, the(highly degenerate)
two-hole ground state is spanned by the set of all NN hole
pairs. We denote the state with a horizontal NN hole pair at
sitessx,yd and sx+1,yd as

uhx,yl = ax+1,yax,yuFal, s8d

and the state with a vertical NN hole pair at sitessx,yd and
sx+1,yd

uvx,yl = ax,y+1ax,yuFal. s9d

The uhx,yl’s and uvx,yl’s provide a complete, orthonormal ba-
sis for the two-hole ground state ofH0 corresponding to
uFal.

It costs an energy of orderJz if one of the NN holes hops
to a NN site through the hybridization matrix elementt.
However, there is no energy cost for hops corresponding tot8
or t9, as long as the two holes remain NN after the hop. Thus,
to lowest order in 1/Jz, it is only necessary to diagonalize the
HamiltonianH2+H3 in the subspace spanned by theuhx,yl’s
and uvx,yl’s, i.e., it is only necessary to consider thet8 - t9 -Jz

model. We note that in this limit thet8 - t9 -Jz model becomes
isomorphic to the strong-coupling limit of the antiferromag-
netic van Hove model of Ref. 28.

II. t8 -Jz MODEL

We consider first thet8 -Jz model, involving only theH2
(diagonal) hopping term. Defining

uhkx,ky
l =

1

L
o
x,y

e−2pikxx/Le−2pikyy/Luhx,yl s10d

and

uvkx,ky
l =

1

L
o
x,y

e−2pikxx/Le−2pikyy/Luvx,yl, s11d

with kx,ky=0,1, . . . ,L−1, we obtain the lowest order wave
functions

uckx,ky

± l =
1
Î2

he−pikxx/Luhkx,ky
l ± sgnst8de−pikyy/Luvkx,ky

lj

s12d

with energies

ekx,ky

± = ± 4ut8usinSpkx

L
DsinSpky

L
D . s13d

Since 0øsinspkx/Ld ,sinspky/Ldø1, the minus sign
gives the branch of lower energy. The lowest energy state
uc0

sadl, with energy −4ut8u, occurs whenkx=L /2 andky=L /2
[i.e., sp ,pd]. Rewriting in terms of theax,y’s and neglecting
overall phase factors, one obtains

uc0
sadl =

1

LÎ2
o
x,y

s− 1dx+yhax+1,yax,y − sgnst8dax,y+1ax,yjuFal.

s14d

Whent8.0 fsgnst8d=1g, the sum over hole-pair operators in
Eq. (14) changes sign upon a 90° rotation around a lattice
point, giving the paird-wave symmetry[specifically,dx2−y2

(Refs. 2, 3, and 7)]. When t8,0, there are no such sign
changes, givings-wave symmetry[specifically, extendeds
(Refs. 2 and 7)].

If one adds to Eq.(14) the appropriately phased pair op-
erator for two holes doped into the ground stateuFbl, given
in

uc0
sbdl =

1

LÎ2
o
x,y

s− 1dx+y+1hbx+1,ybx,y − sgnst8dbx,y+1bx,yjuFbl,

s15d

one obtains fort8.0 the usual NN singletdx2−y2 pair opera-
tor

Dd =
1

2L
o
x,y

hscx,y,↑cx+1,y,↓ − cx,y,↓cx+1,y,↑d − scx,y,↑cx,y+1,↓

− cx,y,↓cx,y+1,↑dj, s16d

with t8,0 giving the analogous singlet extended-s operator
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Ds =
1

2L
o
x,y

hscx,y,↑cx+1,y,↓ − cx,y,↓cx+1,y,↑d + scx,y,↑cx,y+1,↓

− cx,y,↓cx,y+1,↑dj. s17d

With different relative phases, one can also obtain types of
d-wave ors-wave m=0 triplet pairs; because quantum spin
fluctuations are not included in thet -Jz model, the cases
cannot be differentiated at this level.

One can better understand the dependence of thet8 -Jz
(and t8 -J) pair symmetry on sgnst8d by considering phase
transformations of electron creation and destruction opera-
tors. Specifically, we consider transformations of the form
cj =eius jddj, where j is some generalized coordinate referring
to both orbital and spin andus jd is some function ofj .

First, as background, letP denote some arbitrary product
of electron creation and destruction operators, some of
whose operators may be the same, with coordinates referring
to orthogonal states. For example, for a one-dimensional
chain with one orbital per site, one could haveP
=c1↑

† c4↓
† c1↑c2↓

† c1↑
† .

As previously, letu0l denote a state with no electrons.
Then,k0uP†Pu0l if it is nonzero reduces to

k0uP†Pu0l = k0up
h jj

cjcj
†u0l = k0up

h jj
s1 − njdu0l s18d

for some subseth jj of the generalizedj coordinates. Hence,
any phase transformation of the formcj =eius jddj does not
affect the value ofk0uP†Pu0l.

Now, considerk0uPl
†Pl8u0l, wherePl and Pl8 are two dif-

ferent products of creation and destruction operators. Each
nonzero k0uPl

†Pl8u0l also reduces to the general form
k0uph jjcjcj

†u0l, which is again unaffected by the transforma-
tions cj =eius jddj. Lastly, consider the expectation value of an
operator O=olalPl in the (possibly unnormalized) state
olblPlu0l, where theal andbl are coefficients. Then,

kOl =
k0uSlbl

*Pl
†OSl8bl8Pl8u0l

k0uSlbl
*Pl

†Sl8bl8Pl8u0l
=

Sl,l8,l9al9bl
*bl8k0uPl

†Pl9Pl8u0l

Sl,l8bl
*bl8k0uPl

†Pl8u0l
.

s19d

Again, each term of the numerator and denominator reduces
to the form k0uph jjcjcj

†u0l, which is invariant undercj

=eius jddj. Hence, an arbitrary phase transformation on elec-
tron creation and destruction operators has no effect on fer-
mion operator expectation values in fermion states. Also,
since an electron creation/destruction operator referring to a
particular basis can always be written as a sum of operators
referring to a different orthogonal basis, it is not even neces-
sary that the creation/destruction operators under consider-
ation refer to a particular orthogonal basis, as long as the
phase transformations are consistent.

Now, we wish to find a particular phase transformation
which is equivalent to reversing the sign oft8. Temporarily
dropping the spin coordinate, we choose for simplicity a
transformation of the form

cx,y = eisfxx+fyyddx,y, s20d

wherefx andfy are constants.(We do not include a constant
phase factor as it has no relevant effect.) We require

cx+1,y+1
† cx,y + H.c. =s− 1dfdx+1,y+1

† dx,y + H.c.g s21d

and

cx−1,y+1
† cx,y + H.c. =s− 1dfdx−1,y+1

† dx,y + H.c.g. s22d

Solving the previous equations, one can obtain

fx + fy = s2p + 1dp s23d

and

fx − fy = s2q + 1dp s24d

for arbitrary integersp andq, of which solutions are

cx,y = s− 1dxdx,y, s25d

or

cx,y = s− 1dydx,y. s26d

Restoring the spin coordinates leads to the four following
transformations equivalent to changing the sign oft8:

cx,y,↑ = s− 1dxdx,y,↑, cx,y,↓ = s− 1dxdx,y,↓, s27d

cx,y,↑ = s− 1dydx,y,↑, cx,y,↓ = s− 1dydx,y,↓, s28d

cx,y,↑ = s− 1dxdx,y,↑, cx,y,↓ = s− 1dydx,y,↓, s29d

cx,y,↑ = s− 1dydx,y,↑, cx,y,↓ = s− 1dxdx,y,↓. s30d

None of the above four transformations changes the sign
of theJz term[Eq. (2)]. However, the transformations of Eqs.
(29) and (30) (as well as more general transformations not
discussed here which are different on different sublattices)
do not leave theH' of Eq. (6), and hence the spin-spin
interaction of thet8 -J model, invariant. The transformations
of Eqs.(27) and (28), which do leaveH' invariant, change
the dx2−y2 symmetry of the pairs of Eq.(14) to s and the
dx2−y2 singlet pairs of Eq.(16) to extended-s singlets and vice
versa. Hence,dx2−y2 singlets of the form of Eq.(16) are trans-
formed to extended-s singlets when the sign oft8 is changed
in the t8 -J model, and vice versa. More generally, operators
are transformed according to Eq.(27) or (28) when the sign
of t8 is changed.(The two transformations give the same
results for operators with the appropriate symmetries, which
generally includes the operators of interest.) This is different
from Ref. 27. However, the main arguments and conclusions
of that paper remain unchanged.

III. t8 - t9 -Jz MODEL

For the more generalt8 - t9 -Jz model, one obtains in low-
est order the(unnormalized) wave functions

uckx,ky

± l = e−pikxx/Ls4t8dsxsyuhkx,ky
l

+ e−pikyy/Lfs2t9dssy
2 − sx

2d ± tx,yguvkx,ky
l s31d

with energies
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ekx,ky

± = s− 2t9ds1 − sx
2 − sy

2d ± tx,y, s32d

wheresx=sinspkx/Ld, sy=sinspky/Ld, and

tx,y = 2hst9d2ssx
2 − sy

2d2 + 4st8d2sx
2sy

2j1/2. s33d

As a function of t8 and t9, we find that the ground state
symmetry of the pair is as shown in Fig. 1.

The s-wave andd-wave operators are of the form in Eq.
(14). The ground state associated withp-wave pairs is, in
contrast, highly degenerate. The multiplep-wave pair opera-
tors can be eitherpx

Dpx
skyd =

1

LÎ2
o
x,y

e−2pikyy/Lax,ysax+1,y − ax−1,yd s34d

or py

Dpy
skxd =

1

LÎ2
o
x,y

e−2pikxx/Lax,ysax,y+1 − ax,y−1d. s35d

In leading order, thepx states have energies independent of
ky and thepy states have energies independent ofkx. Both
p-wave pair operators change sign under a 180° rotation.

IV. t -Jz MODEL

We next consider the strong-coupling limit of thet -Jz
model. To lowest order, we find that this maps onto the
above strong-coupling limit of thet8 - t9 -Jz model with

tt,eff8 = tt,eff9 =
2

3
S t2

Jz
D . s36d

From Eq.(32), the lower band of the pair excitation spec-
trum then becomes flat, with wave functions

uckx,ky

− l =
1
Î2

he−pikxx/Lsyuhkx,ky
l − e−pikyy/Lsxuvkx,ky

lj. s37d

Flat pair bands were also found29,30 for related(though dif-
ferent) models and/or treatments. In Ref. 22, a fivefold de-
generacy of strong-couplingt -Jz pairs of pured or p sym-
metry was noted.

We see from Eq.(36) that, to lowest order, the strong-
couplingt -Jz model lies on the(rightmost) boundary in Fig.

1 betweend-wave andp-wave symmetry, providing a simple
picture for competition between these two states. In the next
higher order, neglecting constant additive terms, the energies
of the lower pair band separate into

ekx,ky

− = S−
8

45
DS t4

Jz
3Ds2 − cx − cyd−1hcx

2 + cy
2 + 4cxcy − 31cx

− 31cy + 56j, s38d

where herecx=coss2pkx/Ld andcy=coss2pky/Ld. Two-hole
lower band dispersion curves were previously calculated nu-
merically using a variational method31 and series
expansions.20 We then find(in agreement with Refs. 20 and
22) that the pured-wavest8.0d state of Eq.(14) is selected
as the lower pair band ground state. However, the closeness
to p-wave symmetry may provide an explanation for the
low-energy p-wave “quasipair” peaks seen numerically in
small t -J and t -Jz clusters.18

We also note that several different techniques have sug-
gested that the symmetry of a doped hole pair in thet -Jz
and/ort -J models may bep wave for some range of gener-
ally intermediate or smallJz/ t or J/ t.20,31–33 However, this
has not been rigorously confirmed one way or the other.34,35

One can perturbatively construct increasingly extended
quasipair states for thet -Jz model. Combining results for the
NN d-wave pair operators for ground statesuFal and uFbl,
one finds the lowest order correction for the singlet pair op-
erator of Eq.(16)

Dd8 = S−
2

3
DS t

Jz
DS1

L
D o

x,y,s
shscx+1,y,s

† cx+1,y,−s

− cx,y+1,−s
† cx,y+1,sdcx+1,y+1,scx,y,s + scx+1,y,s

† cx+1,y,−s

− cx,y−1,−s
† cx,y−1,sdcx+1,y−1,scx,y,sj. s39d

When operating on the appropriate Néel state, each of the
above terms consists of a diagonal hole pair dressed with a
singlet pair of electrons straddling the bond connecting the
pair of holes, as was found in numericalt -J simulations.11

This form basically arises from the disruption in the local
spin order when an electron of particular spin orientation and
one hole of a NN hole pair exchange sites to form a diagonal
hole pair. We note that the contribution from pairs a distance
of two lattice sites apart, nominally also of ordert /Jz, van-
ishes identically in this order.(Variational calculations found
a reduction of such a contribution.)36 This vanishing may
provide an explanation for why only NN and diagonal hole
correlations appear to dominate in thet -J model near half
filling for moderate to largeJ/ t.11,37

If one adds the necessary terms to the operator of Eq.(39)
to impose a type of spin rotational invariance, one obtains
the composite pair operator invented in Ref. 37 to give a
diagonal singlet pair withdx2−y2 symmetry. The type of op-
erator of Ref. 37 was also generated11 in a 232 plaquette by
applyinge−tH to the pair operator of Eq.(16). The operator
of Eq. (39), which emerges naturally from perturbation
theory, also hasdx2−y2 symmetry.

FIG. 1. Hole-pair symmetry in the strong-coupling limit of the
t8 - t9 -Jz model as a function oft8 and t9. The legend is as follows:
“D9 denotesdx2−y2, “P9 denotespx or py, and “S” denotes extended
s. The axes cross att8=0 andt9=0.
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We also note that, since we calculate energy spectra and
wave functions, our results and approach can be used to cal-
culate finite-temperature and real frequency properties. Our
results can also be easily extended to periodicn-leg ladders
with evenn. However, we do not pursue those issues here.

In addition, we note that in contrast to Eqs.(27)–(30), the
phase transformation that is equivalent to changing the sign
of t is given by

dx,y,s = s− 1dx+ycx,y,s. s40d

This transformation leaves the spin-spin interactionsH0 and
the H' of Eq. (6) invariant. Under this transformation the
symmetries of the hole-pair operators of Eqs.(14), (16), and
(39) all remain the same.

V. t - t8 - t9 -Jz MODEL AND INTERMEDIATE COUPLING

For utu,ut8u,ut9u!Jz; utu@ ut8u , ut9u; and ut8 /Jzu@ st /Jzd4 or
ut9 /Jzu@ st /Jzd4 (so that lowest order terms dominate), one
can use Eq.(36) to define

teff8 = t8 + tt,eff8 = t8 +
2

3

t2

Jz
s41d

and

teff9 = t9 + tt,eff9 = t9 +
2

3

t2

Jz
. s42d

One can then simply use Fig. 1 as a guide to pair symmetry.
As one step towards investigating the further range of

validity of our approach, we performed analytic calculations
of the t - t8 -Jz-J' model[see Eq.(6)] on a 232 plaquette. In
what follows, the four plaquette sites are consecutively num-
bered as one goes around the plaquette edge. Spin-spin inter-
actions andt hoppings are between consecutive sites,t8 hop-
pings are between diagonal sites, and there areno periodic
boundary conditions(though such boundary conditions
would only renormalize parameter values).

With no holes(four electrons, one per site), we found that
the ground state haddx2−y2 symmetry, as is the case for the
t -J model on a plaquette,10,11 for all Jz.0, J'ù0. (There
are two degenerate states only whenJ'=0, both ofd-wave
symmetry.)

For two holes, when

t8 . tcross.8 =
1

8
fsJz + J'd − ÎsJz + J'd2 + 64t2g s43d

(the more “physical” parameter regime), the ground state en-
ergy is

E0 = −
1

2
fa + sa2 + 32t2d1/2g, s44d

where

a =
Jz

2
+

J'

2
+ 2t8. s45d

(We assumeJz.0, J'ù0, and either tÞ0 or t8Þ0.)
Defining11

Di j
† =

1
Î2

sci↑
† cj↓

† − ci↓
† cj↑

† d s46d

with Di j
† =D ji

†, where i and j refer to plaquette sites, the
ground state is a linear combination of the two states

uc1l =
1
Î2

sD13
† + D24

† du0l s47d

and

uc2l =
1

2
sD12

† + D23
† + D34

† + D41
† du0l. s48d

The ground state hence hass-wave symmetry, as was earlier
found for the two-hole doped plaquettet -J model.10,11 As
discussed previously,10,11 this implies that the hole-pair sym-
metry is d wave. We note that witht8=0, which automati-
cally satisfies Eq.(43), the hole-pair symmetry for the
plaquettet -Jz-J' model is alwaysd wave, as in the strong-
coupling limit of the generalt -Jz model.(However, because
there are no lattice sites a distance of two lattice spacings
apart on the plaquette, fort /Jz!1 the plaquettet -Jz model
reduces to at8 -Jz model with t8.0 rather than a fullt8 -
t9 -Jz model, enhancingd-wave pairing compared to a larger
lattice.)

However, there is a level crossing att8= tcross8 , and when
t8, tcross8 the ground state has energy

E0 = −
Jz

2
−

J'

2
+ 2t8 s49d

and wave function

uc3l =
1

2
sD12

† − D23
† + D34

† − D41
† du0l. s50d

uc3l hasd-wave symmetry, implying that the hole-pair sym-
metry is nows wave. We note that witht=0, giving tcross8
=0, thet8 -Jz-J' model hole-pair symmetry on a plaquette is
d wave for t8.0 and s wave for t8,0, as in the general
t8 -Jz model strong coupling case.

As mentioned previously, some approaches have sug-
gestedp-wave hole-pair symmetry for some range of gener-
ally intermediate or smallJ/ t or Jz/ t.

20,31–33However, other
t -J numerical results22,34,35,37indicate thatd-wave features
of the strong-coupling limit may persist down to physically
relevant intermediate couplingsJ/ t<0.3–0.5d. This and the
above plaquette results are consistent with the strong-
coupling t - t8 - t9 -Jz model as a potentially useful starting
point to explore the more physically relevant intermediate-
coupling t - t8 - t9 -J model.

As a rough guide to the general effects oft8 and t9 on
pairing symmetry, one can begin with ad-wave state in
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Fig. 1 arising from thet term, presumably in the upper right
quadrant. Assuming pairs of pure symmetry and that strong
coupling qualitatively extends tout8u, ut9u,J,Jz, both t8.0
and t9,0 will tend to move one deeper into thed-wave
region; however,t8,0 andt9.0 will tend to move one to-
wards, and perhaps into, thep-wave region. Previoust -J
work has argued and/or indicated numerically thatt8.0
strengthensd-wave pairing whilet8,0 weakens it,26,27 and
it was found on a 32-site lattice that a particulart8,0 and
t9.0 together favored ap-wave pair.33 Also, if one starts
with a possiblet -Jz or t -J p-wave pair(upper right quad-
rant), t8,0 and t9.0 would tend to move one deeper into
thep-wave region whilet8.0 andt9,0 would tend to move
one toward, and perhaps even into, thed-wave region.

Based on this and our strong-coupling results(assuming
pairs of pure symmetry), we show in Fig. 2 qualitative pre-
dictions of the hole-pair symmetry for thet - t8 -Jz model. We
do not show in Fig. 2 the possibility of a crossover top-wave
symmetry for thet -Jz model mentioned above. We believe
the predictions shown apply to thet - t8 -J model as well, with
a comparatively smallerp-wave region due to larger energy
differences betweent -J p-wave andd-wave pair states.18 An
additional t9.0 would tend to enlarge thep-wave region,
and an additionalt9,0 would tend to enlarge thed-wave
region. Note that in Fig. 2, the horizontal axis cuts the ver-
tical axis at intermediateJz/ t s,0.3–0.5d.

t.0 for the hole-doped cuprates, and estimates fort8 and
t9 are typically in the rangest8<s−0.1dt−s−0.5dt, and t9
<0.0−s0.3dt, generally withut8u. ut9u.23,24 Both these signs
of t8 and t9 are those which could tend to drive the pair
symmetry top wave, raising the issue of the hole-pair sym-
metry in the intermediate-coupling regime. We note that thes
wave is also possible, though we believe it less likely at
intermediate coupling.

It would be interesting to try to determine numerically
whether the symmetry of two doped holes in thet - t8 - t9 -J
model is in factd wave for the experimentally relevant val-
ues oft ,t8 ,t9, andJ (e.g.,J/ t<0.3–0.5). However, drawing
conclusions from exact diagonalization and other current ap-
proaches may be challenging(see, e.g., Refs. 25 and 33) due
to the possibility of uncontrolled finite-size or other errors,
and such approaches sometimes give conflicting results. If

the symmetry were established to bep wave rather thand
wave, it would suggest that thet - t8 - t9 -J model by itself
could be incomplete as a model for high-Tc superconductiv-
ity. In that case, one possibility for restoringd-wave symme-
try could be the addition of electron-phonon coupling in the
d channel.38 In either case, it may also be of interest to ex-
plore how the existence of or nearness top-wave symmetry,
which effectively reduces the dimensionality of the hole-pair
wave function from 2D to 1D, would correlate with possible
stripe phases observed experimentally39,40 and in numerical
simulations.41–43

Another interesting possibility is the existence of an ex-
otic state which may be close in energy to thedx2−y2 super-
conducting cuprate ground state. Such acompeting phases
scenario44 could become even more involved if one takes in
account recent numerical calculations45 pointing to the exis-
tence of strong ferromagnetic fluctuations in the vicinity of
doped holes for realistic values oft8,0.

VI. SUMMARY

In summary, we have investigated analytically the ground
state pair symmetry and excitation spectra of two holes
doped into the half-filledt - t8 - t9 -Jz model in the strong-
coupling limit. In lowest order, this reduces to considering
the t8 - t9 -Jz model, where we found regions of ground state
d-wave, s-wave, and(degenerate) p-wave symmetry, de-
pending upon the signs and relative magnitudes oft8 and t9.
We next found that thet -Jz model in lowest order was on the
boundary between thed-wave andp-wave pair symmetry,
with a flat lower pair dispersion, providing a simple picture
for the competition betweend and p symmetries. In higher
order, d-wave symmetry was selected from the lower pair
band. However, because of the closeness top-wave symme-
try, we predict that the appropriatet8,0 and/ort9.0 added
to the t -Jz or t -J models with intermediate to largeJz or J
should drive them intop-wave pairs, and perhaps even
p-wave superconductivity. These signs oft8 and t9 are those
found in the hole-doped cuprates.(In contrast,t8.0 and/or
t9,0 tend to promoted-wave symmetry.) This p-wave ten-
dency could be strengthened following results which suggest
p-wave pair symmetry for intermediate or smallJ/ t or Jz/ t in
the t -J or t -Jz models,20,31–33, though such results have not
been rigorously confirmed.34,35

We constructed a perturbative correction to the nearest-
neighbord-wave pair, giving a more extended quasipair, and
found that it was similar to thed-wave composite operator
invented in Ref. 37 and qualitatively consistent with previous
numerical results.11 The quasipair included a contribution
from sitesÎ2 lattice spacings apart, but the same-order con-
tribution from sites 2 lattice spacings apart vanished identi-
cally. The structure of the quasipair derived from the disrup-
tion in local spin order under the exchange of one of the
nearest neighbor holes and an electron.

We explored ranges of validity of the perturbative ap-
proach of this paper using a 232 plaquette and results from
other work.22,34,35,37Lastly, we discussed implications for the

FIG. 2. Qualitative diagram of proposed hole-pair symmetry for
the t - t8 -Jz model. “D,” “ P,” and “S” denote the same as in Fig. 1,
and no prediction is made for region “U.” Axes cross att8 / t=0 and
intermediateJz/ t (,0.3–0.5). The possibility ofp-wave symmetry
for t8=0 and intermediateJz/ t is not shown.
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experimentally relevant parameter regime. These included
the possibility of p-wave symmetry for two doped holes,
which would suggest that thet - t8 - t9 -J model could be in-
complete as a high-Tc model, or perhaps a phase competition
scenario betweend-wave superconductivity and ap-wave
state.
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